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Side 1: climate change impacts on 
Human Rights 

Climate change is a global injustice to present and future
generations, exacerbating already existing structural injustices and
human rights violations.



Side 2: Human Rights impacts of 
climate actions

Example: Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

• CDM Bajo Aguan Biogas, Honduras:

– Brutal displacement of local communities

• CDM Barro Blanco, Panama:

– Violation of indigenous peoples rights

• CDM Sasan coal power plant, India:

– Forced displacement and extensive health 

Implications  



Interconnectivity of Human Rights 
and climate change 

UNHRC res 7/23 “Human rights and climate change”: climate change “poses an
immediate and far-reaching threat to people and communities around the word”

UNHRC res 10/4 ““climate change-related impacts have a range of implications, both
direct and indirect, for the effective enjoyment of human rights …”

Cancun Agreements in Decision 1/CP. 16 paragraph 8 “Parties should, in all climate
change-related actions, fully respect human rights”

UNHRC res 18/22 “human rights obligations and commitments have the potential to
inform and strengthen international and national policy making in the area of climate
change, promoting policy coherence, legitimacy and sustainable outcomes”

An Open Letter from Special Procedures mandate-holders of the Human Rights Council 
to the State Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change: A NEW 
CLIMATE CHANGE AGREEMENT MUST INCLUDE HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTIONS FOR ALL
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Why human rights considerations for 
climate change matter 



What Paris needs to deliver 

 Explicit recognition of human rights obligations in the legal core agreement of the 
Paris text. 

 Robust human rights language that guarantees the effective integration of Human 
Rights in all climate related actions. 

 Recognition that climate change impacts themselves can jeopardize human rights
and the need to specify how existing Human Rights obligations apply in the context
of climate change.


